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The strength-controlling dislocation mechanism of a material can be illuminated by partition of the flow stress 
into its effective stress and back stress components. Recent experiments report a nearly constant saturated 
effective stress of about 100 MPa for nanotwinned Cu with a range of nanotwin thicknesses less than 100 nm 
[Z. Cheng et.al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 119 (2022) e2116808119]. This surprising result implies that the 
effective stress is controlled by the long dislocations spanning multiple nanotwin lamellae, termed trans-twin 
dislocations, rather than the commonly thought threading dislocations confined within individual nanotwin 
lamellae. Here we use molecular dynamics to simulate the formation and motion of trans-twin dislocations across 
multiple nanotwin lamellae. We show that the interconnected segments of a trans-twin dislocation can glide 
concertedly on the corrugated {111} slip planes in consecutive nanotwin lamellae with little resistance from 
coherent twin boundaries. Our results indicate that the finite resistance to slip transmission across coherent twin 
boundaries can set a lower limit of the effective obstacle spacing to hinder dislocation glide and thus dictate the 
upper limit of the saturated effective stress of nanotwinned metals. This work provides new understanding of the 
strength-controlling mechanism in nanotwinned metals.   

Nanotwinned (NT) metals have been extensively studied for ultra- 
high strength [1,2], excellent ductility [1,3], extraordinary work hard-
ening [3,4], and enhanced fatigue and fracture resistance [5–8]. These 
unusual mechanical properties are thought to be controlled by the 
intra-twin dislocations confined within individual nanotwin lamellae 
[9–11]. Various experimental and modeling approaches including 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulation have been used to characterize the interactions between 
intra-twin dislocations and coherent twin boundaries (CTBs), including 
the obstruction, transmission, and storage of dislocations by CTBs 
[12–17]. However, the applied loads in these studies are usually high 
compared to typical laboratory experiments for bulk NT samples. While 
these studies have revealed various modes of dislocation-obstacle in-
teractions, it remains largely uncertain regarding the 
strength-controlling mechanism in NT metals. 

Partition of the flow stress into its effective and back stress compo-
nents can provide important information on the strength-controlling 
mechanism that often involves dislocation-obstacle interactions in a 
material. This is because the non-directional effective stress is usually 

controlled by short-range dislocation-obstacle interactions, while the 
directional back stress is dictated by long-range dislocation-obstacle 
interactions [18–20]. The effective stress and back stress can be quan-
titatively determined from the unload branch of a uniaxial tensile 
stress-strain curve, and they evolve with applied loading [21]. Recent 
experiments of NT Cu with preferentially oriented nanotwins showed 
that the effective stress becomes saturated unexpectedly at about 100 
MPa for a range of twin thicknesses from 29 nm to 72 nm, when the 
tensile loading direction is parallel to CTBs [22]. Since the effective 
stress is usually controlled by the distance between dislocation pinning 
obstacles [18], the saturated effective stress of about 100 MPa corre-
sponds to the characteristic obstacle distance of about 300 nm, which is 
larger than the nanotwin thicknesses less than 100 nm in the NT Cu 
specimens tested. For this analysis, the Taylor factor of 3.1 is used to 
convert an applied tensile stress to a resolved shear stress on the primary 
dislocation slip system [23,24]. Hence, these unexpected results indicate 
that the effective stress should be controlled by the long dislocations 
spanning multiple nanotwin lamellae, termed trans-twin dislocations, 
rather than the commonly thought threading dislocations confined 
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within single nanotwin lamellae [23,25]. As schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 1a, a trans-twin dislocation lies on the corrugated {111} slip planes 
inclined to CTBs. The interconnected segments of such a trans-twin 
dislocation share a common Burgers vector parallel to the intersection 
lines between the corrugated {111} slip planes and CTBs. Hence, these 
segments are expected to move concertedly with little glide resistance 
from CTBs, except that the two ends of a trans-twin dislocation are 
confined by the bounding CTBs. 

Direct experimental observation of trans-twin dislocations by TEM 
remains a challenge. This is because a long trans-twin dislocation line 
lies on the corrugated {111} slip planes in consecutive nanotwin layers 
having alternate crystallographic orientations relative to a fixed labo-
ratory frame. As a result, the entire dislocation line cannot be imaged 
simultaneously under the commonly used dual-beam TEM diffraction 
condition [13,26], which can only display dislocation line segments in 
alternate nanotwin layers. On the other hand, MD simulations have 
revealed the trans-twin dislocations under some special conditions, such 
as highly refined nanotwins with thicknesses less than 5 nm [27], near a 
crack tip [28] or in a fatigue sample [29]. However, the crucial role of 
trans-twin dislocations in controlling the strength of NT metals remain 
largely unexplored. 

In this work, we performed MD simulations to investigate the 
structure and motion of trans-twin dislocations in NT Cu under applied 
loading. In MD simulations, we either apply high loads to dislocation- 
free NT Cu for studying the formation and glide of trans-twin disloca-
tions or embed an individual trans-twin dislocation for studying its re-
sponses under controlled loading conditions. These MD simulations 
provide new understanding of the critical role of trans-twin dislocations 
in controlling the mechanical properties of NT metals. 

Our MD simulations show the formation and expansion of trans-twin 
dislocations in NT Cu. In Fig. 1b, an as-built sample consists of four 
columnar grains with a <111> texture normal to the twin plane and a 
mean grain size of around 40 nm. The four grains have the respective 

rotation of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ with respect to the z axis, such that most 
GBs are of the asymmetrical, high-angle tilt type. Each grain consists of 
four nanotwin lamellae with the same twin thickness to mimic homo-
geneous NT Cu. Four types of samples are studied with the respective 
twin thickness λ of 5.01 nm, 6.26 nm, 9.39 nm to 12.5 nm. The smallest 
and largest sample contain 11.1 million and 27.5 million atoms, 
respectively. Each sample is initially equilibrated at 300 K and zero 
pressure for 250 ps. Then it is subjected to a uniaxial tensile load along 
the x direction at an applied strain rate of 2 × 108 s− 1, while maintaining 
zero tractions along the transverse y and z directions by using a NPT 
ensemble [30]. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in all three 
directions. The embedded atom method potential of Cu [31] is used. The 
MD timestep is 1 fs. The common neighbor analysis (CNA) is adopted to 
display defects. Correspondingly, atoms are colored in green, red and 
gray to represent the local face-centered cubic (fcc), hexagonal 
close-packed (hcp) and other structure, respectively. In addition, a 
position-based coloring scheme is used to enhance the visual effect of 
dislocation configurations, such that the color of atoms at the dissoci-
ated dislocation core vary from orange in the central region of the 
simulation supercell to green in the boundary region [23]. 

Fig. 1c shows the MD results of tensile stress-strain curves for the four 
types of NT Cu samples with different twin thicknesses. Each sample 
starts with a dislocation-free structure and thus exhibits an initial linear 
elastic response. Then a maximum stress (up to ~3 GPa) is reached with 
a subsequent sharp stress drop. The stress drop occurs due to the 
simultaneous formation of a number of dislocations, resulting in a 
drastic release of elastic energy. This is followed by the continued 
generation, motion and annihilation of dislocations. As a result, the flow 
stress gradually increases, accompanied with large fluctuations due to 
the relatively small samples used for MD simulations. The average flow 
stress decreases with increasing twin thickness, which is consistent with 
the experimental results [23]. 

Fig. 1d shows the typical dislocation configurations in a sample (λ =

Fig. 1. MD simulations of formation and expansion of trans-twin dislocations. (a) Schematic of an operating trans-twin dislocation on the corrugated {111} slip 
planes inclined to CTBs, when the NT sample is subjected to a tensile stress σ parallel to CTBs. The orange arrow indicates the Burgers vector of this trans-twin 
dislocation and the corresponding slip plane is marked as an orange triangle on a reference Thompson tetrahedron. (b) Atomic configuration of a NT Cu sample 
under tension. Periodic boundary conditions are used and each columnar grain is labeled. The x, y, z axes within grain A are oriented in the crystallographic di-
rections [101], [121] and [111], respectively. Grains B, C and D are rotated counter-clockwise along the [111] direction (z axis) by 30◦, 60◦ and 90 ◦, respectively. 
Green, red and grey colors represent fcc, hcp and disordered atoms, respectively. (c) Stress-strain curves of four NT Cu samples for tension along the x direction. The 
dislocation configurations are revealed in the NT Cu sample with (d) λ=5.01 nm and (e) λ=12.5 nm at ε = 3%, respectively. Threading dislocations are indicated by 
green arrowheads and trans-twin dislocations by black arrowheads. 
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5.01 nm) at an applied tensile strain ε = 3%. Two types of dislocation 
configuration are observed. One type is the threading dislocations 
(indicated by green arrow heads) confined within single nanotwin 
layers. Each threading dislocation consists of a curved leading partial 
(gray atoms) followed by a stacking fault ribbon (red hcp atoms). The 
leading partial nucleates from a GB and then it glides through the grain 
interior while being confined to a single nanotwin layer. As the leading 
partial glides forward, its upper and lower edges are bounded by CTBs. 

Another type of dislocation configuration is the trans-twin disloca-
tions. As seen from a typical trans-twin dislocation marked by a black 
arrow head in Fig. 1d, it consists of interconnected segments spanning 
multiple twin lamellae. This trans-twin dislocation is fully formed and 
thus has both leading and trailing partials with a short stacking fault 
ribbon in between. It exhibits a zigzag shape, which arises because its 
constituent segments lie on the corrugated {111} slip planes with 
alternate crystallographic orientations in consecutive twin lamellae. As 
the trans-twin dislocation glides forward under applied loading, a long 
screw tail is formed along each of the two bounding CTBs. This type of 
trans-twin dislocations is also observed in other deformed NT Cu sam-
ples, such as those marked by black arrow heads in a NT sample with λ =
12.5 nm and at ε = 3% (Fig. 1e). To mimic the non-uniform distribution 
of twin thickness in experiments, we also performed MD simulations for 
NT Cu samples with six nanotwin layers with different λ values from 
1.25 to 7.51 nm as well as with tilted CTBs (~5⁰ deviation from the x-y 
plane). Similar trans-twin dislocations are also observed (Fig. S1). These 
results demonstrate that the trans-twin dislocations can commonly form 
in NT Cu regardless of twin thickness. 

The fraction of trans-twin dislocations among all the dislocations 
observed was estimated by counting the trans-twin dislocations and 
intra-twin dislocations manually. The estimated fractions of trans-twin 

dislocations are about 60% and 50% at an applied strain ε = 4% for 
the NT Cu sample with twin thickness λ = 5.01 nm and λ = 12.5 nm, 
respectively. These results indicate that the twin thickness does not have 
a very strong effect on the population of trans-twin dislocations. 

The dynamic processes of formation and expansion of trans-twin 
dislocations are revealed by MD simulations (Fig. 2, Movie S1 and S2). 
As seen from a NT Cu sample with λ = 9.39 nm, the leading partial of a 
threading dislocation first nucleates from the GB (Fig. 2a), and then the 
trailing partial emerges from the GB (Fig. 2b). As this trailing partial 
expands in the nanotwin layer, the threading dislocation transmits 
across one of the two bounding CTBs (Fig. 2b), resulting in two inter-
connected trans-twin dislocation segments. As the trans-twin dislocation 
glides forward, slip transmission occurs again across the other bounding 
CTB, adding one more trans-twin dislocation segment (Fig. 2c, e). 
Sometimes, two short trans-twin dislocations merge to become one long 
trans-twin dislocation across a number of nanotwin layers. 

The trans-twin dislocations can form two different types of inter-
section segments at the CTBs, as shown in a NT sample with λ = 12.5 nm 
(Fig. 3). For one type of intersection segments (Fig. 3a), each of the two 
dislocation segments in neighboring nanotwin layers is dissociated into 
the leading and trailing partials within each layer involved, but con-
stricted to form a very short intersection segment (indicated by black 
arrow heads) at the CTB. This type of intersection segment results from 
expansion of the same trans-twin dislocation across multiple nanotwin 
layers. In neighboring nanotwin layers, the two dislocation segments on 
the corrugated {111} planes share a common intersection line at the 
CTB, resulting in the formation of a short intersection segment. For the 
other type of intersection segments (Fig. 3b), the two dislocation seg-
ments in neighboring nanotwin layers are indirectly connected through 
a relatively long dislocation segment (indicated by black arrow heads) 

Fig. 2. Dynamic processes of formation and expansion of trans-twin dislocations. (a) The leading partial of a threading dislocation nucleates from the grain 
boundary. (b) Formation and expansion of a trailing partial in the nanotwin layer leads to slip transmission of the threading dislocation across one of the two 
bounding CTBs, resulting in two interconnected trans-twin dislocation segments. The dislocation structures (c) before and (d) after the cross-slip of screw tails. The 
dislocation structures (e) before and (f) after the merging of two trans-twin dislocations. Atoms are colored based on a position-dependent scheme. The red dashed 
circles indicate the local dislocation configuration before cross-slip. 
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within the CTB, which dissociates into the leading and trailing partials as 
well. This type of intersection segments results from a linking process 
between the two trans-twin dislocations, which lie on different sets of 
corrugated {111} planes in neighboring nanotwin layers that do not 
share a common intersection line at the CTB. Hence, the screw tail of 
each of the two neighboring dislocation segments crosses slip into the 
same CTB, and then the two cross-slipped segments merge into a single 
intersection segment on the CTB. This type of trans-twin dislocations 
was observed in previous MD simulations of NT Cu and referred to as 
correlated necklace dislocations [29]. 

The two types of intersection segments at the CTBs involve two 
different types of dislocations, as shown in Fig. 3c for a NT Cu sample 
with λ = 9.39 nm. The Burgers vectors of the two types of intersection 
segments are identified by OVITO [32]. Referring to the double 
Thompson tetrahedron representing the slip planes in two neighboring 

nanotwin layers in Fig. 3d, the interconnected dislocation segments in 
two neighboring twin layers dissociate into partial dislocations Bα and 
αC, ATβT and βTCT, respectively. The short intersection segment at the 
CTB is a dislocation αβT formed by the reaction between Bα and ATβT. 
For the relatively long intersection segment in the CTB, the two 
cross-slipped screw tails in the CTB first dissociate into partial disloca-
tions Bδ and δC, and merge into a single tail [29]; then Bα reacts with Bδ 
to form another stair-rod dislocation αδ. Thus, the loop is composed of 
four dislocation segments, Bα, αδ, αC and δα. It should be noted that the 
Burgers vectors of these intersection segments on CTBs are parallel to 
the intersection lines between the corrugated {111} slip planes and 
CTBs. Hence, these intersection segments can move concertedly with the 
interconnected dislocation segments in nanotwin lamellae with little 
glide resistance from CTBs. 

Fig. 4 shows the MD results of gliding of individual trans-twin 

Fig. 3. Trans-twin dislocations form 
different types of intersection segments 
at CTBs, as shown in a NT Cu sample 
with λ=12.5 nm. (a) Extended segments 
of a trans-twin dislocation are inter- 
connected by short intersection seg-
ments (indicated by black arrow heads) 
at CTBs. (b) Extended segments of 
another trans-twin dislocation are inter- 
connected by long intersection segments 
(indicated by black arrow heads). Each 
intersection segment lies within CTBs 
and dissociates into the leading and 
trailing partials as well. (c) The Burgers 
vectors of a long intersection segment 
observed in a NT Cu sample with 
λ=9.39 nm. The green and pink lines 
represent Shockley partials and stair- 
rod dislocations, respectively. (d) Dou-
ble Thompson tetrahedra of the slip 
systems in two consecutive twin 
lamellae.   

Fig. 4. MD results of a single trans-twin dislocation under applied loading. (a) 3D view of a trans-twin dislocation on the corrugated {111} slip planes inclined to 
CTBs in a NT sample (λ = 10 nm) without applied loading. (b) The equilibrium configuration of a trans-twin dislocation spanning six twin layers under an applied 
load of 1GPa when its two ends are fixed to mimic strong pinning obstacles. The atomic structure is viewed along the [121] direction. The dashed line and solid line 
outline the configurations of the trans-twin dislocation before and after loading, respectively. (c) Same as (b), except for a trans-twin dislocation spanning four 
twin layers. 
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dislocations in an otherwise perfect NT Cu sample with λ = 10 nm. The 
use of an initially perfect sample enables the controlled MD simulation 
of a single trans-twin dislocation under applied loading without inter-
ference from other coexisting dislocations. Fig. 4a shows a trans-twin 
dislocation spanning six twin layers. Its two ends are fixed to mimic 
strong pinning obstacles. Under an applied tensile stress of 1 GPa, the 
trans-twin dislocation bows out substantially (Fig. 4b). In contrast, a 
similar trans-twin dislocation spanning four twin lamellae is only bent 
slightly (Fig. 4c) under the same applied load. Such different responses 
demonstrate that for a trans-twin dislocation across less numbers of 
nanotwin lamellae, a higher driving stress is needed to produce the same 
extent of bow-out. However, the higher stress applied can provide a 
stronger driving force for slip transmission of a trans-twin dislocation 
across CTBs. 

The above MD results indicate that the bowing of a trans-twin 
dislocation across multiple nanotwin layers can be much easier than 
that of a threading dislocation within a single nanotwin layer. As the 
applied stress is increased gradually in a NT Cu experiment under a low 
strain rate (typically less than 10− 4/s), the stress needed for moving 
trans-twin dislocations will be first attained before that of threading 
dislocations. Continued operation of trans-twin dislocations limits the 
stress increase in NT Cu, so that the threading dislocations can be hardly 
moved. In other words, the high stress needed for the operation of 
threading dislocations is not usually accessible in experiments of NT Cu, 
while they can be achieved in MD simulations under extremely high 
strain rates (more than 109/s). For the commonly studied NT Cu thin 
film samples in the literature, the applied tensile load is parallel to CTBs, 
resulting in large resolved shear stresses for driving the glide of trans- 
twin dislocations in the corrugated slip planes inclined to CTBs. 
Hence, the trans-twin dislocations can play a predominant role in the 
plastic deformation of NT Cu. 

We note that when a NT Cu sample is free of trans-twin dislocations 
like the model used in MD simulation, the initial plastic deformation is 
controlled by dislocation nucleation (Fig. 2a and b), which is triggered 
by a high stress up to ~3 GPa. In contrast, a NT Cu sample used in 
laboratory experiment could contain trans-twin dislocations and easy 
dislocation sources that are introduced inevitably during sample fabri-
cation. The stress driving the glide of trans-twin dislocations should be 
much lower than the nucleation stress of trans-twin dislocations. Hence, 
the dislocation processes that control the effective stress likely corre-
spond to the glide and cross-cutting of trans-twin dislocations rather 
than the nucleation of trans-twin dislocations. 

To understand the relationship between the saturated effective stress 
and the predominant operation of trans-twin dislocations in NT Cu, we 
first consider a general limit of the effective stress controlled by 
dislocation-obstacle interaction. As noted in the Introduction, the 
effective stress is usually controlled by dislocation-obstacle interaction, 
and a constant saturated effective stress (e.g., 100 MPa) for a range of 
nanotwin thicknesses implies a lower limit of the effective obstacle 
spacing (e.g., 300 nm). In other words, if the effective obstacle spacing 
were to be smaller than the aforementioned lower limit, the bowing of a 
dislocation across two pinning obstacles would require a higher driving 
stress to exert a higher local shear stress on the pinning obstacles. Most 
obstacles have finite shear strengths, so that they cannot resist against 
dislocation depinning when the obstacle spacing is smaller than a crit-
ical value [33]. Hence, the lower limit of the effective obstacle spacing 
and the corresponding saturated effective stress are dictated by the finite 
shear strength of pinning obstacles. 

Based on the above analysis of dislocation-obstacle interaction, we 
can provide a plausible explanation why the saturated effective stress of 
about 100 MPa from experimental measurements of NT Cu might be 
controlled by the trans-twin dislocations across multiple nanotwin 
layers with the combined thickness greater than 100 nm. In the 
commonly studied NT Cu thin film samples, the external load is mostly 
applied parallel to CTBs. Under these conditions, the CTBs act as a major 
type of obstacles to hinder the bowing of a trans-twin dislocation across 

multiple nanotwin layers. Each CTB has a finite resistance to slip 
transmission of a screw tail of a bowing trans-twin dislocation [34]. 
Such resistance should be an almost constant intrinsic property of the 
CTB. However, if the total thickness of multiple nanotwin layers is 
smaller than a lower limit, the applied shear stress required to bow out 
the trans-twin dislocation can become larger than the CTB resistance to 
slip transmission. As a result, the screw tail of the bowing trans-twin 
dislocation will transmit across the CTB, resulting in a loss of 
constraint of the trans-twin dislocation and thus setting an upper limit of 
the effective stress. 

In summary, we have studied a class of trans-twin dislocations in NT 
metals. Our MD results demonstrate that the bowing of trans-twin dis-
locations across multiple nanotwin layers can be much easier than that 
of threading dislocations within individual nanotwin layers. Since the 
applied stress is gradually increased in typical experiments, the trans- 
twin dislocations (as coined in this work) rather than the commonly 
studied threading dislocations can operate favorably and thus play a 
predominant role during plastic deformation of bulk NT metals. The 
favorable operation of trans-twin dislocations implies that the saturated 
effective stress of NT metals is unlikely controlled by the nanotwin 
thickness less than a lower limit (~300 nm for NT Cu). Hence, there 
should exist a lower limit of the combined thickness of multiple nano-
twin layers for the bowing of trans-twin dislocations, which determines 
the upper limit of the effective stress of NT metals. The quantitative 
values of these limits and associated atomic processes warrant further 
study for different NT metals in the future, thereby enabling a deeper 
understanding of the strength-controlling dislocation mechanism in NT 
metals. 
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